
Questions from April 5th, 2018 

1) What is the actual story of the project, from Council’s position? Is there a deeper breakdown from an 

Individual or lead committee that is developing the request that might have a deeper explanation of 

what the documentary’s overall message is?  

The story for this project is centered on the Desautel Decision/Sinixt hunting case and our relationship 

as a Confederated Tribes with the Lakes/Sinixt/ Sn̓ʕay̓ckstx band, in particular the history that they have 

overcome and the work that is being done today from a cultural, governmental and educational aspect.   

2) Who is Tribe’s Public Affairs Officer, and what kind of mentorship are they seeking? Producing 

mentorship, shooting and editing, or storytelling? Maybe it’s a bit of all three, but I would like to 

understand that more clearly.  

Meghan Francis is the Public Affairs Officer (PAO) and she is seeking producing mentorship, shooting, 

editing, storytelling and marketing. The Tribes would like to train the Colville Business Council Media 

Contact so we can develop and produce more documentaries in the future. The PAO has no experience 

with producing a documentary and the CCT would like the Offeror to mentor this individual so we can 

have developed skills in-house to provide smaller projects. 

3) Is there a time-frame or specific date for delivery of this 30 minute film, and is there a distribution 

plan for the project? i.e. Film Festival Circuit, DVD to public, or PBS Television/Netflix/Youtube Red? 

We want to start production this Summer but the Council would like to see drafts of the product by mid-

Fall. We do not have a specific timeline, this will depend on the timeframe of the producer and the 

series of events we will have to record for the documentary. The plan for distribution for this product is 

for public, schools and governmental. The CCT does consider entering the documentary in festivals and 

the Offeror should state their experience with the “Film Festival Circuit”. We do plan to make copies as a 

DVD for our publics but that will be at the discretion of the CBC. This Documentary will remain Tribal 

Property but knowledge on how to get aired on PBS Television/ Netflix will be appreciated. Most likely 

we will eventually have it available on YouTube but we do not have a distribution plan established. 

 

Questions from April 10th, 2018 

1. For budgeting purposes, will actors need to be found and hired? 

It would be up to the Offeror to indicate whether non-professional community members would be used 

as actors or whether the documentary would require the services of paid professional actors or 

narrators. 

2. Are housing facilities (room and/or board) available to the production crew, or will these expenses 

need to be included in the budget? 

These expenses will need to be included in the budget. 



3. Will all editing need to happen on the Colville Nation or can majority of post-production work be done 

from an edit bay off the Colville Nation with proofs sent to the Nation's contact/liason? 

Editing may be done at off-reservation location with final approval of editing requested from the Colville 

Tribes liaison. 


